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Late in 1983, a Motherhouse Property Study Committee
was appointed by the Provincial Council. The committee
first met on January 20, 1984. Its purpose was to assess
and recommend alternative uses of the Motherhouse
properties in order to enhance ministry effectiveness. The
committee’s deliberations resulted in a proposal for an
“Ancilla Educational Center.” A task force was appointed
to develop a mission and philosophy for the center. As a
result of the task force study, the Lindenwood retreat and
conference ministry was established in November 1985.
Although I am not a history buff or genealogy fanatic, I
researched several years worth of articles and brochures to
prepare this piece. I found myself not just skimming
articles for information, but delving deeply into the rich
history of the PHJC Ministry Center and Lindenwood. The
recorded information throughout the years reveals that the
new ministry was striving to provide educational and
renewal opportunities to guests, as was first proposed in the
charter documents.
Early retreats included such offerings as “Today’s Look at
Confession” and “Understanding One’s Family.” Along
the way, topics addressed issues of the day, such as the
farm crisis. Later many programs addressed personal and
family crises through the work of organizational partners
such as Beginning Experience and Right Relations. Today’s programs and retreats, such as the Men’s and Women’s Retreats, 12-Step Retreats, Wellness Programs,
Elderhostel, Spiritual Formation Series, Senior
Sisters Retreat, Conference Retreat, Icon
Painting Retreat, “Praying with Clay Workshop” and “Family Scrapbook Workshop,”
(Lindenwood continued on page 4)
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International

GPR—Looking Towards the Future
“The Lord makes a path through the sea, a road
through swirling waters.” (Isaiah 43:16) These words
guided the 2005 GPR meeting in September.
It was an appropriate theme. The GPR (Generalate/
Provincial/Region) meeting was held at a conference
center in Southborne, England, just one block from
the English Channel. The water theme was used in
the welcome given by Sister Paul Snell of the English
Region and in the opening speech by General Superior,
Sister Hermana Brand. A display of a “sea” was the
focal point in the meeting room. The theme of water
also seemed appropriate in light of the tsunami in India
and the hurricanes in the USA this year.
In Sister Hermana’s opening speech, she noted that
water is on the move, water creates new life, brings
freedom. She recalled the exodus of the Israelites
through the Red Sea. They needed to move forward
in order to reach their destination or goal. Sister
Hermana explained that the Poor Handmaids of Jesus
Christ also must move forward—leave the familiar and
well-known—to find the way God has paved for them.

Sister Marlene Ann Lama, PHJC takes in the sight of
Stonehenge
GPR brings together the leaders from the Generalate,
the Indian, German, Netherlands and American
Provinces and the English Region. These leaders meet
to discuss congregational business, share information
and to plan for the next General Chapter (when
elections will be held for General Leadership).
The Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ have been very
busy since the last GPR three years ago. This was
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Ceramic tiles were presented to each Leadership team
at GPR
confirmed by the Generalate/Province/Region reports
given during GPR. Each area gave an oral report on
what has been happening in their area. Even though
the PHJCs are spread throughout the world, there are
many commonalities among the regions. Most have
experienced the same challenges, hopes and sorrows.
GPR also gives the international committees time
to meet. The International Communications, the
International Structure and the International Formation
committees met to continue work, to reconnect and
to learn from one another. These committees then
reported during GPR.
Work was intense at times during GPR, but there was
also time for fun. In the evenings, people played cards
or dominoes. One evening everyone gathered in the
parlor to be entertained by other creative PHJCs with
songs, skits and even a beauty pageant. On the last
full day, a trip to Stonehenge, old Sarum Castle and
Salisbury Cathedral allowed the GPR participants to
experience some of the history of England.
The Poor Handmaids left England, moving forward
and looking towards the future.
Julie Dowd, PHJC Communications Director

Catherine Kasper Life Center

A Beautiful Garden for CKH
Despite the possibility of a frost
in mid-May, we planted a flower
garden at Catherine Kasper Home.
This was an ambitious project.
At the garden’s peak, mounds of
white petunias cascade along the
front edge of a raised bed and red

geraniums form a line of color.
Meandering red, yellow, white and
purple verbenas together with pink
impatiens and creeping purple petunias add some variety. Below and in front of the raised
bed, in a recessed curve, is a
carpet of blue ageratum that
spreads around the feet of the
Holy Family. Off to the sides,
two tall caladiums twist and
turn their purple foliage in the
passing breeze.
Elsewhere in the garden
you will find plots of red, pink
and white impatiens, yellow four
o’clocks, an English garden rose, a
group of lavenders, dahlias, ferns,
hostas, groups of dianthus, day lilies, begonias, mandevilla, a rhododendron—we even have a fountain
with running water! At the gazebo
there are more flowers. In addition
to those already mentioned, you’ll
find the reliable marigolds.

This wonderful garden was
achieved by donations of plants
from our co-workers in response to
an invitation by Catherine Kasper
Home’s Director of Nursing, Pat
Bawcum, to “adopt a plot” and a
resident “helper.”
We relied on Vernon White
and Joe Palm from CKLC’s
Facilities for the heavy work.
Pat Stickley’s enthusiasm and
garden experience carried us
a long way. She was joined
by other CKH co-workers,
Sherry Cowen, Karen Bradley
and Rita Wojcek, who gave
the garden a good start by
watering and weeding in the
early stages of growth. Many
thanks to all and also to Sharon
Miller, Director of Long Term Care,
for her valued support.

A benefit for us at Catherine
Kasper Home is that we are able
to observe the garden through
the dining room windows. The
garden has been a wonderful spot
for everyone to relax, visit, read,
meditate and pray.
Sister Longinia Pobiedzinski, PHJC
is a Catherine Kasper Home resident.
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Lindenwood
(Lindenwood continued from page 1)
strive to “provide an environment to stimulate creativity and bring balance to life’s issues.”
In March 1986, several months after Lindenwood
began its existence, Villa Maria underwent a major
renovation to transform it from a girls’ dormitory
to a retreat/conference center.
Major components of the
construction project included
private bathrooms for all
bedrooms, creation of several
single bedrooms, installation
of air-conditioning, an elevator,
handicapped bedrooms, meeting
rooms and a small kitchen area.
On November 2, 1986,
approximately 200 guests attended
a dedication and reception marking
the official opening of Lindenwood
Conference and Retreat Center. At the
dedication, the then-Provincial of the
Poor Handmaids, Sister Kathleen Quinn,
stated, “Lindenwood reflects our mission
of serving God through the use of our
talents and resources.” That mission continues today.
In order to continue to meet the need for office
and meeting space, a portion of the second floor
at the PHJC Ministry Center was renovated. In
September 1998, Lindenwood moved into the new
offices and meeting rooms could now accommodate
groups ranging in size from two to 250. With minor
renovations over the years, the Lindenwood meeting
rooms and offices are still located in the same area.
In December 2003, the bookstore was relocated from
the Villa to its current location adjacent to the dining
areas of the Motherhouse building. This has proven
to be more convenient for our guests. Plans are
underway to update and relocate it to the second floor
in November 2006.
Actor Kevin Costner learned in the movie Field of
Dreams that “if you build it, they will come.” That
phrase has had significant meaning for Lindenwood.
In 1986 Lindenwood served approximately 2,700
people. In 2002, there were approximately 10,000
guests. During 2004, Villa Maria underwent renova4 | Word Gathering

tion for updating the HVAC
system and
was closed
to overnight
groups
from April
through
July. This
affected
the
overall
Th e c u
activity
r re n t
L i n de n
wo o d s
for that
t af f
year.
For 2005, the number
of estimated guests will be 8,000.
Although overall attendance has decreased,
there is an increase in the number of attendees for
Lindenwood sponsored programs. Each year there are
new hosted groups who come to use the facilities and
services. We are seeing upward trends in attendance,
activity and requests for use of the Lindenwood/Ministry Center facilities. The updating of Cana Hall to
provide a state-of-the-art meeting room with modern
audio/visual equipment and comfortable surroundings
has been very attractive to many groups.
Guests come to Lindenwood in search of a special
place for retreat or to hold their conference. Members
of hosted groups provide their own coordinator,
facilitator and program. They sign a contract to utilize
the Ministry Center/Lindenwood facilities, arranging
for meals and snacks, overnight accommodations,
use of audio/visual equipment and meeting rooms.
As noted above, Lindenwood sponsored programs
provide an opportunity for guests to register for
retreats and workshops which have been originated,
designed and implemented by our staff. Finally, many
individuals come as private retreatants seeking quiet
and spiritual guidance from a spiritual director.
We have grown over the years from two employees to
four full-time, one part-time, one full-time volunteer in
the office, three hostesses for weekends and volunteers
in the bookstore and for special projects. In an effort
to stay current with technology, we now have our own
(Lindenwood continued on the next page

Lindenwood / Associates
(Lindenwood continued)
website (www.lindenwood.org).
Even the Lindenwood logo was
redesigned to represent growth
and forward thinking. The logo
consists of three linden leaves reflecting our name.
The color of mint green symbolizes new growth.
As Lindenwood grows toward the future, change
is inevitable. Where will Lindenwood grow from
here? What changes will come? One thing is certain:
Lindenwood will continue to discover new avenues of
outreach in its ministry.
Loretta Peters, Lindenwood Director and Ruth Van Vactor,
Lindenwood Marketing/Program Coordinator

This &That
Sister Barbara Kuper
has been selected as a
member of the East
Chicago Hall of Fame in
the “Civilian Achievement
Category.” Sister Barbara’s induction took place
October 16. Congratulations, Sister Barbara, on
receiving this honor!

Sisters Barbara and
Kathy Haas

Lay Leadership—Whatʼs That?
Associates are visible in our parishes across the
continent. North America has been witnessing the
growth and accomplishments of Associates for the
past twenty-five to thirty years. Many Associates
of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ accept roles
of lay leadership in their parishes in many ways.
Some are involved in parish education programs and
schools. Others work with adults in Rite for Christian
Initiation of Adults (RCIA) programs, while others are
Proclaimers of the Word and extraordinary ministers.
There are many more examples of their leadership in
their neighborhoods and communities.
Catholic churches across America are seeing more
and more lay ministers who are educated and trained
for their roles of leadership in today’s Church. This
is an example of an answer to the call from Vatican II
for the members of the laity to become leaders in the
Church. Associates are in a unique and key position
to help in a renewal of spiritual life and power of
the laity. Our Associates are better informed, more
aware of social justice issues and more immersed in a
spirituality that comes out of Jesus’ mission to reach
out to the poor and the neglected than at any time in
the past. They, like Blessed Catherine Kasper, can be
the footsteps for others to follow.
In an article published in Human Development, a
publication by the Jesuit Educational Center for
Human Development, Sister Catherine Harmer, MMS,

writing in 1999, challenges religious congregations
who have Associates to support them and to share
the vision and commitment of empowering the laity.
She states, “A laity that is supported by religious and
clergy can be in a very strong position to make an
impact on the Church itself.” Harmer further states,
“Possibly the Associate movement will have more
to do with revitalization of parishes. In addition
to furthering the work of religious congregations,
they could be a bridge to renewed parish life.” She
believes that Associates offer space and support for
laity who want to be more involved and are seeking a
deeper spiritual life with a commitment to the mission
of the Church in the world.
By their very example of living, PHJC Associates are
leaders in the church. The commitment made by an
Associate to follow in Blessed Catherine Kasper’s
footsteps is a commitment to the mission of the
Church in the world, because that was the commitment
of Blessed Catherine. The laity can see by the way
an Associate acts in his or her life that there is an
awareness of social justice issues, a maturity in faith
and the energy to be the hands and feet of Christ in our
world. Part of being a leader is to be a role model, and
the PHJC Associates are excellent role models for the
Church today.
Gayle Fiwek, PHJC Associate/Sister Partnership Director
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Ancilla College

Ancilla Student Helps Inmates with Education
At the end of the academic year colleges and
universities all have the same problem—obsolete
textbooks. Newer versions of textbooks are always
being developed by publishers and earlier volumes
may not be used the next academic year for instruction.
This results in hundreds of new or used textbooks per
institution that become obsolete each year.
“Finding ways to dispose of obsolete and out-of-date
textbooks has become a part of doing business for the
bookstore,” said Ancilla College Bookstore Manager,
Scott Reese. “Sometimes we can find wholesalers who
will buy back the books at a reduced rate, but most of
the time we’re stuck with them or just recycle them.”
John Smithers of Monterey, Indiana is one student
who looks for “good things” that can be done on
Ancilla College’s campus. Through a leadership
conference he attended at Vincennes University,
he found a solution to the textbook problem. The
conference was a gathering of Phi Theta Kappa (PTK)
honor society chapter officers from around the state
where Smithers is the president of the Beta Beta Beta
chapter at Ancilla. “Another PTK president said that
they were donating the textbooks that were not bought
to correctional facilities,” said Smithers.
Smithers took the idea back with him to Ancilla and
worked with Reese to get an inventory of obsolete
textbooks. He then started to contact correctional
facilities around the area. “I spoke with educational
supervisors at prison educational centers and they
were enthused about us donating textbooks,” said
Smithers. “One of the best things you can donate
to a prison is books and some of the books we have
are still in the plastic! Inmates are always looking to
improve their education and this is one of the ways
we can reach out to prisoners. Some earn associate or
bachelor’s degrees in prison. At Westville, Purdue–
North Central professors come in and teach courses.
Old textbook information for students is always new
to an inmate. Education becomes a main part of their
rehabilitation—another side to their incarceration.”
Smithers discovered that the procedure to donate
the textbooks could be a long process. “I thought I
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was going to be
able to deliver the
textbooks (to the
prisons) myself,”
he recalled. “I had
to fill out a lot of
paperwork and then
found out that the
books have to be delivered through the
mail from institution
to institution for
security reasons.”

Ancilla College student John
He has already
Smithers is collecting obsolete
supplied two boxes
college-level textbooks to
of books to the
donate to correctional facilities
Pulaski County
Justice Center. “They would only accept paperbacks.
The education center was happy because a lot of
inmates don’t even have a G.E.D. I ended up giving
all of the hardback books to the Pulaski County
Library.”
Storage for boxes of the textbooks waiting to make
their trip to correctional facilities is in short supply.
“I keep some of the boxes of books at the school
(Ancilla),” Smithers said. “I’ve also started to keep
books at my house and they’re starting to pile up.
Right now I have four or five boxes for the Westville
Correctional Facility and already seven boxes for the
Indiana State Prison in Michigan City.”
Smithers hopes that this book drive will continue long
after he has left Ancilla, and welcomes any donations
of college-level textbooks. “I had a professor donate
15 to 20 older books on criminal justice. Books are
always being updated and there’s a lot more prisons
in Indiana that need textbooks,” he said. If you are
interested in donating textbooks, you can e-mail John
Smithers at jsmithersPTK@yahoo.com or leave books
at Ancilla College’s front desk. “We can’t forget about
offenders in prison. They’re people too.”
Beth Lichty, Ancilla College Asst. Director of Institutional
Advancement/Public Relations Coordinator

Sponsored Ministry

Catherineʼs Cottage, A New Adventure

From a Dernbach perspective, Blessed Mary Catherine
would have a little trouble calling a 13 bedroom home
a cottage. From a Donaldson perspective, the 13
bedroom home will fit the description well.

Kasper Home will provide a better continuum of
care based on the CKLC mission to provide for the
comfort, dignity and well-being of all residents as they
continue on their journey through life.

Catherine’s Cottage will be much more than a
residence for Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ. It
will be a loving community of Sisters, some who are
experiencing the early stages of memory loss and
others who will offer them a loving and supportive
community. Created in the spirit of Blessed Mary
Catherine Kasper and based on the PHJC values of
Community, Openness to the Spirit, Simplicity and
Dignity and Respect for all, Catherine’s Cottage will
enable those Poor Handmaids experiencing beginning
stages of memory loss to continue to lead productive,
dignified and comfortable lives surrounded with love
and support.

Like Catherine, who began building her little house
with her famous “$1.50,” we will begin the construction
of the Cottage well before we raise the funds needed
for the project. However, with the faith of Blessed
Catherine, the hard work of our campaign committee
and the support of families and friends, we will move
forward to make this a reality. Ground breaking is
anticipated in November. Renovation of CKH E-Wing
will begin some time in early June of 2006.

In addition to the creation of Catherine’s Cottage, a
designated area of the Catherine Kasper Life Center
(CKLC) will be renovated to accommodate those
people, both Sisters and laity, who are living more
advanced stages of memory loss. Thus, the new
Catherine’s Cottage and a renovated area of Catherine

Making a
Donation
is Easy!

The new building will be joined to the Catherine
Kasper Home by a common solarium. This will
provide a link to connect the Cottage to various
services provided by the Catherine Kasper Home.
By next fall, we hope this new adventure will be up
and running, serving our residents in the spirit of
Catherine. We’ll keep you posted.
Sister Jolise May, PHJC and Tom Handy,
Vice President, ASI

You have the option of using your VISA or MasterCard to make your donations.
For some of our donors, this is a more convenient way to give. By using a
credit card, you can eliminate the need for check-writing each donation. To
assure accuracy, you will receive a receipt from the credit card company and a
receipt from the Development Ofﬁce. Thank you for your support.
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Mexico Missions
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Mexico Missions
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September 10, 2005,
Mapachapa, Veracruz,
México

The family of Postulant
Jezabel Pulido Caropreso
(l-r): Her mother Leonides,
brother Leonilo, Postulant
Jesy, father Roberto, brother
David, sister Ludwina,
celebrant Father José, sister
Milagro and cousin Lupe
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Vocations

International World Youth Day
The International World Youth Day was held in
Cologne, Germany on August 15–20, 2005. The
General Leadership of the Poor Handmaids invited
several of their young members in formation to visit
Dernbach and to participate in this youth encounter.
Novices Sister Silveria Rodrigues Félix and Sister Elvia
Mina Juárez from Mexico, along with others from
India, Brazil, Kenya and Nigeria shared this experience.
The following is an interview with Sisters Silveria and
Elvia. I hope to capture the significance and emotions
that these two Sisters expressed on their return.
Sister Marilyn (Sr.
M): How did you feel
when you received
this invitation to go to
Germany?

Sisters Silveria and Elvia are
ready for a big adventure

Sister Silveria (Sr.
S): I couldn’t believe
that I would be
going to Dernbach
so early in my life
in the congregation.
When I arrived at
the Frankfurt airport
I told Sister Elvia to
“pinch me” so I know
this is for real.

Sr. M: When you arrived at the convent in Dernbach,
what were your first reactions?
Sister Elvia (Sr. E): Immediately I felt welcome, it
was a warm welcome. I never felt a stranger.
Sr. S: I felt en casa (at home). Then Sister Hermana
(General Superior) came and welcomed us and invited
us to have coffee. That was special.
Sr. M: There were fourteen of you in this group
speaking Portuguese, English and Spanish. I know
you don’t know much English, how did you manage?
Sr. S: When it was something important Sister
Edith was there to translate for us. We were never
10 | Word Gathering

Sisters Elvia and Silveria shared this experience with
Sisters from India, Brazil, Kenya and Nigeria
frustrated. We used signs and gestures, of course,
we laughed a lot. We soon knew a lot about the
personality of each Sister. We came to appreciate the
diversity in the congregation.
Sr. E: We learned about each other’s culture. The
Sisters from each country had prepared prayers. We
tried to sing each other’s songs. When we were eating
we would point to food and say “in your country.”
That’s how we learned about what foods were eaten in
different countries. Not many eat chilies. We took a
can of chilies with us.
Sr. M: What was significant about the time you spent
in Dernbach the days before and after the Youth event?
Sr. S: In Dernbach you feel the presence of Blessed
Mary Catherine Kasper, in the Sisters and in the
town. Visiting the Heilborn Chapel where she prayed
was very significant. The chapel is so small and
simple, just like her. I felt that knowing Blessed Mary
Catherine prayed here made this place doubly holy.
Sr. E: When I studied about Blessed Mary Catherine
she felt like a grandmother to me. When I went into
the chapel and knelt at her tomb I was overcome with
emotion, I cried. The visit to the Heilborn was also
important to me. We visited Limburg and the auxiliary
bishop gave us a most warm welcome. He showed
us where Blessed Mary Catherine would have visited
Bishop Blum. We know that in the beginning Bishop
(Youth Day, continued on page 11)

Vocations
(Youth Day, continued from page 10)
Blum did not receive Blessed Mary Catherine; he was
testing her in her convictions to start the congregation.
The bishop showed us the graves of Bishop Blum and
he knelt and asked for forgiveness for Bishop Blum’s
not accepting Blessed Mary Catherine’s idea faster.
That touched me.
Sr. S: Another event
that was important was
walking the same path
that Catherine walked
to Wirges. The priest
showed us where Blessed
Mary Catherine and
her companions took
their vows. Here in this
church there is a beautiful
shrine to Blessed Mary
Catherine and a special
place for her relic. I felt I
walked in her footprints.
Sisters Elvia and Silveria
Elvia and I went back on
inside the Heilborn Chapel our own to look at the
museum. We wanted to
take more time to see all the things that Blessed Mary
Catherine used. Everything was so simple and poor.
Since I like to embroider, I was particularly interested
in seeing a piece of her work.

Lord. We must listen to the Lord, fill our lives with his
word and bring the light of Jesus to the world.
Sr. E: Of course it was important to witness the
testimony of other youth. The vigil was the first time
that all the youth were together. One is impressed by
the diversity of our Church. The vigil was interesting.
We had to sleep outside and we had very little space
for the fourteen of us. The next day was the visit of
Pope Benedict. There was a lot of enthusiasm with the
youth and the Pope.
Sr. M: Are there any other comments you would like
to add?
Sr. E: We are both very grateful for this opportunity
to walk in the footsteps of Blessed Mary Catherine and
to share this with other members of the congregation.

Sr. M: You went to participate in the World Youth day,
how was that?

General Superior, Sister Hermana invited Sisters Elvia
and Silveria for coffee

Sr. S: The theme centered on the Eucharist “We also
have come to adore.” During the first three days of the
catechesis the bishops who gave the talks spoke about
the importance of the Eucharist in our lives. As Church
and youth we came for a purpose to adore the Lord
and we should take that purpose back to our countries.
We were encouraged to grow in our desire to adore the

Sr. S: Sister Hermana had an individual visit with
the groups from each country. She asked us about
our vocation and she expressed that one thing that is
important to her is that each Sister is happy.
Sister Marilyn Haselhorst, Novice Director in Mexico

We Love Getting Mail

Our readers are important to us. We welcome your comments and suggestions
about Word Gathering. If you would like to contact us, please send your thoughts to:
Word Gathering,
P.O. Box 1, Donaldson, IN 46513

or e-mail them to:
julied@poorhandmaids.org
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Development

2005
Wrap-up

Thanks to all the people who came out to the
61st Annual PHJC Bazaar. It was a hot day,
to say the least. Many lucky raffle winners are now
enjoying their prizes. Our lucky winner of the car
rafﬂe this year was Jack Davis of Plymouth, Indiana.
Our most grateful thanks to Country Auto Center of
Plymouth, Indiana for their wonderful contribution to
the car rafﬂe.
The income/expense statements have been completed
and the booths and equipment have been packed
away—another Bazaar has passed. So now is the time

Rafﬂe Prize Winners

Top: Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Davis on
winning the 2005 PT Cruiser
Bottom: Sister Pat Peters selling rafﬂe tickets
12 | Word Gathering

2005 PT Cruiser . . . . . . . Mr. and Mrs. Jack Davis (Plymouth)
Pink and White quilt . . . . . . . . Marv Kwiecinski (South Bend)
Green/white/pink afghan and pillows . . . . . Tom Sibal (College)
Brown/cream ripple afghan . . . . . . Judy C. Jacoby (Wisconsin)
Blue/purple ripple afghan . . . . . Eugene and Dorothy Schlachter
(Wisconsin)
Blue embroidered flower quilt . . . . . Paul Hollenkamp (Illinois)
Shamrock quilt . . . . . . . . . . . . Angie Kay Kendall (Elkhart)
White and pastel afghan . . . . . . . . . . Sarah Thomas (Hebron)
Cream and blue striped afghan . . . . . . . Larry Ranek (Illinois)
Blue and white basket design quilt . . . J. M. Cecil (South Bend)
Purple/white/floral afghan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rick Perkins
Brown and white quilt . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. Metzig (Illinois)
$50 cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tony Sarno (Michigan)
Super portfolio . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Schirmeyer (Fort Wayne)
Soft beige afghan . . . . . . . . . . . . . Art Paquay (Minnesota)
Knitted purple afghan . . . . . . . . Patricia J. Dziedzic (Illinois)
Mint green afghan . . . . . . . . . . . . . Keita Salantai (Illinois)
Deep pink hearts quilt . . . . . . . Mary Beth Riley (Fort Wayne)
Knitted off-white afghan. . . . . . . . . Terry Noone (Wisconsin)
Weekend Getaway-Anthony Acres . . . . Ed Maracisz (Whiting)
Hind Quarter of Ancilla Beef . . . . . . . Eleanore C. Bolanowski
(Hammond)
Floral painting on slate. . . . . . . . . .Rosemary Musil (Nevada)
Baseball game table . . . . . . . . . .John Kabana (New Carlisle)
Hockey game table. . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas Powers (Illinois)
16 quart roaster oven. . . . . . . . . . . . Joanne Becker (Illinois)

Development

Below: Girls from the Culver Military Academy came
to help out at this year’s Bazaar
to extend to each of you a very sincere thank you for
your support through gifts and prizes donated, hours
spent volunteering, tickets purchased throughout the
year and the many prayers for a successful event.
Everything you did was a marvelous support and was
greatly appreciated.
Because of your efforts, our various ministries among
those in need will share the Bazaar’s net income of
$22,500.
Sister Mary Jo Shingler, PHJC, Development Director

Year-End Gifts
Rod and Reel Travel Pack . . . . . . . . . Sister Lucille Ardelean
(Donaldson)
Hammock chair and stool . . . . . . . .John Armendariz (Illinois)
Samsonite travel bag . . . . . . . . . . . . Bill Morrissey (Illinois)
Mikasa Nativity set . . . . . . . . . . . Colleen Snyder (Illinois)
Ceramic Easter wreath . . . . . . . Eugene and Dorothy Schlachter
(Wisconsin)
$50 Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Diane Mestrich (Wheatfield)
Putting skill game . . . . . . . . Agnes Kowalczyk (Fort Wayne)
Igloo cooler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ann F. Keenan (Illinois)
9 hole golf challenge game . . . . . . . .Becky Cornelius (Knox)
Quilt rack . . . . . . . . . . . John and Sarah Buckley, Jr. (Texas)
Slate painting-Pumpkin Pitcher . . . . . . Jane Cannon (Missouri)
Black beaver bear-hand made . . . . . . Helen Petrites (Highland)
3 piece glass canister set . . . . . . . . Gertrude Doll (Donaldson)
Coca Cola rocker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joe Dotta (Plymouth)
Mr and Mrs Santa Claus . . . . . . . . . Wanda Plukarski (Illinois)
Ceramic bunny with basket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Betty Flynn
Crystal decanter and goblets . . . . . . . Rita B. Schurger (Illinois)
Basket of Beanie Babies . . . . . . . . . Fran Pawlik (Valparaiso)
Toshiba 27-inch TV . . . . . . . . . Joanne Broden (South Bend)
Floral boot with flowers . . . . . . . . .Rosemary Musil (Nevada)
Vera Bradley purse. . . . . . . . Joseph and Margaret Kluszynski
(Mishawaka)
Wine party pak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ken Gibson (Illinois)
Weber gas grill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Helen Brincko (Portage)

Now is a good time to plan a charitable gift. In doing
so you may enjoy the satisfaction of giving while
actually increasing your tax refund or reducing your
tax liability. Keep in mind that recent tax laws have
resulted in lower taxes for many Americans, allowing
them to leave more assets available for their loved
ones or for their favorite charities.
If you itemize your tax deductions, cash gifts to your
favorite charity can help eliminate income tax up to
50% of your adjusted gross income. Securities used
to fund a donation can be deductible for income tax
purposes at their full fair market value, not just their
original cost. Such gifts are deductible up to 30% of
adjusted gross income.
There are other options when considering a donation
which may help reduce your taxes, such as gift
annuities, living trusts, wills or life insurance. Your
financial advisor can assist you with further information
to help complete your gift or future planning in a way
that maximizes financial benefits for you.
Sister Mary Jo Shingler, PHJC, Development Director
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In Memory / Special Interest

In Memory of Sister Lucia Constantino, PHJC
Sister Lucia Constantino,
PHJC passed away on
September 16, 2005 at
Catherine Kasper Home in
Donaldson, Indiana. She
was born Anna Constantino
on October 16, 1914 to
Antonio and Lucia
Constantino in what is now
Skokie, Illinois. She was the
second oldest of four children.

She entered the novitiate of the Poor Handmaids
of Jesus Christ Congregation on June 25, 1946 and
took her final vows on June 24, 1953. Sister Lucia
ministered as a nurse for almost 30 years—sixteen
of those as a pediatric nurse, which she loved. After
retiring as a nurse she continued to work at St.
Elizabeth Hospital in Chicago as a library assistant
and as a volunteer in the surgical waiting room. She
retired to Catherine Kasper Home in 1999. May she
rest in peace.

Help “One Person at a Time” through Donations
Sometimes when I answer the phone in my office
there’s a voice I do not recognize. The person quickly
gives a name and talks about the purpose of the call.
One part of my ministry on the Provincial Council is
to be the contact for needy persons. These people are
our brothers and sisters and through donations that we
receive we are able to help them. Here are a couple
examples, with the names changed to reverence their
identity.
Clara called on a hot day in mid-August. She is a
social worker for a home health agency and asked
if we could help pay part of an electric and gas bill
for one of the couples she was trying to help. The
husband has multiple sclerosis and the wife has cancer.
In finding out that the electricity had been cut off and
they needed oxygen and also light in the house, I was
made aware that they had made contacts with several
other people and agencies. One agency would give
$50, another promised $100. We sent a check to the
electric company for $100.
A thank you note came several weeks later from the
couple: “We would like to thank you for helping us
get our electricity turned back on. Our medical bills
have eaten us alive. Thank you again.”
Another example is Stan. Stan has a job now but
will not get his paycheck for two weeks. He and his
wife and two children need help with a deposit for
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their housing. The $200 deposit was sent from the
Gift Fund to the landlord so this family of four could
continue living in their residence.
These are just two examples of many calls that come
in asking us for help. If you could meet these people
personally, you would discover that they are honest
and sincere. We want you to know that when you give
a donation to the Gift Fund you are helping someone
who shares life with you, just at a different address
and sometimes in another state or town.
We are all sisters and brothers in God’s family and
“what we do for another we do in God’s name.”
Thank you for helping us with the Gift Fund.
Sister Virginia Kampwerth, PHJC, Provincial Councilor

Have a wonderful
holiday season

Earthworks

Bread Upon the Waters
“Cast your bread upon the waters…”
—Ecclesiastes 11:1

How many times have you read or heard this Scripture
and wondered what it meant? Doesn’t it sound
wasteful? In a hungry world, who would throw bread
away? Maybe it’s about feeding fish?…
Sometimes preachers use this verse to encourage folks
to be generous in a way that gives without seeking
reward. Sometimes they use it as an invitation to be
a benevolent person. Other times it is used, when
coupled with the end of the verse—“for you shall

Every week Earthworks bakes 360 loaves of bread for
the local community
find it after many days,” to assure us that “what goes
around, comes around,” with God rewarding us for our
unsung good deeds.

practice. Early farmers knew that when rivers
overflowed their banks, they deposited rich, mucky
soil onto the riverbank fields. Seeds, when sown in
those watery fields, would sink to the bottom and be
covered by rich silt moved in by the current. Now
provided with perfect conditions for germination, the
seeds would sprout. As the river waters receded, the
plant would have a spectacular start and produce in
abundance “after many days.”

Farmers would risk starvation each time
they cast seeds into the water.
Now the above explanation is not meant to reduce
rich spiritual advice to a mere gardening tip. If you
really think about it, it must have taken a good deal of
courage to drop a year’s supply of carefully gathered
seeds into a field that looked like a river. (And there
were probably tourists standing by who chuckled
at the peculiar ways of the country folk.) Sowing
seeds in one’s “river” required a commitment and a
generous dose of faith. What if the receding waters
moved too swiftly and carried away the newly planted
seeds? Farmers would risk starvation each time they
cast seeds into the water. But a farmer filled with
faith sowed with confidence, certain that God, who
manages things like rivers and seeds, is a faithful God.
Against the backdrop of this little homily I’d like to tell
(Earthworks, continued on the next page)

The puzzling advice, however, from Ecclesiastes finds
its most accurate meaning in an ancient agricultural

Read Word Gathering
on our Website.
www.poorhandmaids.org/communications/
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Earthworks
(Earthworks, continued from page 15)
you about a new Earthworks project, which is called—
you guessed it—Bread Upon the Waters. The purpose
of the project is to bake bread for the local community.
But not just any bread. Following the most sound of
environmental principles, Earthworks’ bread is good
for people because the ingredients used in it have been
grown in ways that are good for the Earth.

to find an abundant harvest. Our breads have been
enthusiastically received at both the PHJC Ministry
Center and in the local Plymouth, Indiana community.
Earthworks’ breads are sold once a week at the
Ministry Center, and every Saturday at the new
Plymouth Farmers’ Market. From March 2005 to
October 2005, the number of loaves made each week
has grown from 30 to approximately 300.

Earthworks’ type of artisan breads are not available
anywhere in the local area. And we weren’t sure that
people would actually like bread that was good for
both them and the land. But we cast our seeds upon
our river anyway.

No one expected this project to grow so quickly.
(Probably ancient middle-Eastern farmers sometimes
had the same reaction.) The small seeds that we
sowed with the hope of teaching about healthy food
as a contribution to a sustainable future have sprouted
and returned to us in abundance.

We weren’t sure that people would
actually like bread that was good for
both them and the land. But we cast
our seeds upon our river anyway.
All of Earthworks’ breads are made from scratch,
weighed, shaped and baked by hand. Our ingredients
are natural, organic where possible and feature grains
and fruits known to help prevent disease and boost
the body’s immune system. We use no preservatives
at all. Breads are baked at night in the Motherhouse
kitchen and are available the following day for sale
and served in the PHJC Ministry Center cafeteria.
Like the early farmer, we are making a faith and
hope-filled commitment to the health of our Earth
and the people we serve. But unlike the farmer,
we have not had to wait through a growing season
Poor
JesusChrist
Christ
PoorHandmaids
Handmaids of
of Jesus

If you’d like more information about Earthworks’
Bread Upon the Waters project, please contact
Earthworks at 574-935-4164.
Sister Sue Rogers, RSCJ, Earthworks Director

Be Sure to visit the
Earthworks website.
www.earthworksonline.org
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